Our perceptions are shaped by both extrinsic stimuli and intrinsic interpretation. The perceptual experience of a simple rhythm, for example, depends upon its metrical interpretation (where one hears the beat). Such interpretation can be altered at will, providing a model to study the interaction of endogenous and exogenous influences in the cognitive organization of perception. Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), we measured brain responses evoked by a repeating, rhythmically ambiguous phrase (two tones followed by a rest). In separate trials listeners were instructed to impose different metrical organizations on the rhythm by mentally placing the downbeat on either the first or the second tone. Since the stimulus was invariant, differences in brain activity between the two conditions should relate to endogenous metrical interpretation. Metrical interpretation influenced early evoked neural responses to tones, specifically in the upper beta range (20–30 Hz). Beta response was stronger (by 64% on average) when a tone was imagined to be the beat, compared to when it was not. A second experiment established that the beta increase closely resembles that due to physical accents, and thus may represent the genesis of a subjective accent. The results demonstrate endogenous modulation of early auditory responses, and suggest a unique role for the beta band in linking of endogenous and exogenous processing. Given the suggested role of beta in motor processing and long-range intracortical coordination, it is hypothesized that the motor system influences metrical interpretation of sound, even in the absence of overt movement.
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Introduction

Our perception of the world is shaped not only by extrinsic physical aspects of stimuli, but also by intrinsic interpretive processes. How do stimulus and brain interact to form perception? This question is commonly studied in the visual domain, using ambiguous stimuli with multiple perceptual interpretations (e.g., Necker cube, binocular rivalry, face/vase, etc.). Roles have been proposed for both bottom-up and top-down influences on what is perceived, but the locations and means of interaction remain under active investigation.¹

In the current work, we examine this question in the context of auditory rhythm perception. In particular, we focus on the role of intrinsic interpretation in shaping the perceptual experience of rhythms, and the brain mechanisms that might mediate the influence of interpretation on perception. While rhythm refers simply to the organization of events in time, the perception of meter is an interpretation of the rhythm by the listener. Meter involves “hearing the beat” of a rhythm, the regular pulse that serves as a temporal anchor around which other events are organized. In much of the world’s music, meter is a fundamental aspect of how rhythms are organized.
perceptually. In metrically perceived rhythms, the mental framework of regularly timed beats often involves multiple hierarchical levels of beat strength. The current research focuses on a basic aspect of metrical interpretation, namely, the location of the perceived beat.

In music, the location of the beat is often suggested by physical cues, such as accent, grouping, and phrasing or melody. However, the beat is ultimately a cognitive interpretation overlaid on top of the physical input. This can be seen in the ability to hear a beat even in syncopated rhythms, in which there is often no physical input at the time of the beat, as well as the phenomenon of subjective rhythmization, in which meter is perceived in sequences of physically identical sound events, perhaps due to the creation of subjective accents.2 Most importantly for the present study, the metrical interpretation of a rhythm can be modified at will: the location of the beat can be shifted voluntarily to different points within a rhythm.3–5 This is akin to a temporal version of mental rotation, and is an important ability in music perception and performance. Such metrical reinterpretation can have dramatic effects on the perceptual experience of a physically unchanged rhythm. We use this voluntary control of metrical interpretation as a model system for the study of the flexible cognitive organization of perception.

The focus of the present work is on human brain responses to auditory rhythms and on what these responses may reveal about the brain mechanisms underlying metrical interpretation in rhythm perception. The approach uses a single invariant rhythm that can be heard with a variety of metrical interpretations. The invariant stimulus is a simple auditory rhythm consisting of two tones and a rest (henceforth TT0 (Fig. 1A); see Refs. 3 and 6). The listener is instructed to hear the rhythm using one of two metrical interpretations: with the beat on either the first or second tone. The perceptual experience of the rhythm under the two interpretations is markedly different.

The tones of the rhythm evoke brain responses, which are interpreted as follows: If these responses reflect only the physical aspects of the stimulus, then they should not be affected by a listener’s metrical interpretation. On the other hand, any differences in brain response with metrical interpretation can be attributed to mechanisms of metrical interpretation. Thus, we ask “How is the conscious interpretation of a rhythm reflected in brain activity?”

Specifically, the question is operationalized as asking how the evoked response to a sound is modulated by whether or not it is heard as the metrical beat. A second experiment asks whether the “imagined beat” effect on brain responses is similar to the effect of a physical stimulus accent, as would be expected if part of the mechanism of hearing the beat involved creating a subjective accent. Taken together, the two experiments examine the contribution of endogenous, voluntary interpretive factors and exogenous, physical factors on the rapid dynamics of brain processing of rhythm. As described below, we found that specific brain responses are selectively enhanced when a sound is heard as the beat, providing evidence for the modification of early auditory sensory processing by endogenous control. The control experiment suggests that this enhancement is related to the simulation of a subjective accent.

**Brain Studies of Metrical Interpretation**

A few prior studies have addressed the question of whether metrical interpretation is reflected in brain activity. We focus here on prior studies using EEG measures of brain response, which are most comparable to the current study because of their emphasis on short-timescale dynamics of brain response. Brochard and colleagues7 examined brain responses using a metronomic sequence that is typically perceived with subjective accents on every other tone.2 They found that the brain response to occasional deviant tones was sensitive to whether
Figure 1. Description of stimuli. (A) The basic stimulus was a repeating series of two tones followed by a rest (TT0). (B) Metrical interpretation conditions studied in this experiment, in which the beat was heard (imagined) either on the first tone (imagined beat on 1 = IB1) or the second tone (IB2). Each sequence was preceded by a 10-beat induction sequence in which the desired beat was indicated by a physical accent. After the induction sequence, the stimulus was identical in the two conditions. Brain responses were measured only during the identical portions of the stimuli. (C) Control condition in which the beat was marked by a physical accent throughout, either on the first tone (physical accent on 1 = PA1) or the second tone (PA2). The task was not meter related, but involved counting the number of randomly occurring high-pitched beeps.

The preceding studies examined different aspects of brain responses to sound. Brochard and colleagues examined the traditional evoked response (ERP), which is calculated by averaging the raw brain responses aligned to the
tone onset. The ERP (and its magnetic counterpart, the evoked response field [ERF]) is dominated by relatively long timescale aspects of brain response, complicating the investigation of the fine temporal processing of successive events occurring in rapid succession. In contrast, Snyder and Large measured oscillatory activity, which differs from the traditional ERP/ERF in that it reflects higher frequencies of brain activity (in their case, 20–60 Hz). One advantage of such an approach is that oscillatory responses are temporally more focal, and thus responses to successive tones do not overlap as they do for the lower-frequency evoked responses. Oscillatory activity is often divided into multiple frequency ranges, such as beta (15 to 30 Hz) and gamma (30 to 100 Hz), although there is not universal agreement on the exact boundaries or the functional significance of these ranges. Two ways of describing oscillatory responses are often used: evoked and induced responses. The evoked response reveals activity that is precisely time-locked to the stimulus onset, such as the ERF and evoked oscillatory responses. The induced response is a more inclusive measure that reflects changes in the power of oscillatory activity regardless of whether the oscillations are time-locked to the stimulus.

The present study was designed to extend past work in three ways. First, it attempts to reveal neural sensitivity to metrical structure explicitly by directly manipulating the location of the perceived beat of an invariant stimulus, as opposed to using occasional deviant stimuli to probe the brain’s implicit reflection of a (presumed) metrical interpretation. The current design thus takes direct control of metrical interpretation by making it an experimental variable. Second, since the rhythmic sequence is not isochronous, behavioral verification of the metrical interpretation is straightforward, since the perception of the rhythm changes substantially under different interpretations. Third, combining the approaches of previous studies, the current work measures a wide spectrum of brain responses including ERF and oscillatory responses, which are further subdivided into beta and gamma ranges.

Methods

Task and Stimulus

The basic stimulus consisted of a repeating sequence of two tones followed by a rest (symbolized TT0), and is similar to that used by Repp (Fig. 1A). The tones were 45-ms duration 1 kHz pips with inter-onset intervals of 200 ms (tempo: 100 bpm) and were delivered to participants through tubephones at a comfortable level, as determined prior to the experiment for each participant. The stimulus is the simplest one beyond an isochronous metronome, being formed by omitting every third event of a metronome (as omitting every second would yield another isochronous sequence). Yet this simple manipulation affords a significant increase in the variety of metrical percepts, as well as an important temporal reference (the gap) for the analysis of brain data, which enables us to be sure of where in the sequence the listeners are placing the beat.

Data were collected for two experimental tasks. The first (the “imagined beat” condition; Fig. 1B) tested whether voluntary metrical interpretation modulates brain responses. This examines the effect of endogenous processes in shaping brain responses. In different trials, listeners were instructed to adopt one of two metrical interpretations of the TT0 phrase by mentally placing the beat on either the first or second tone. These two conditions will be referred to as IB1 or IB2, for “imagined beat” on tone 1 or tone 2. Trials lasted 90 s (~150 repetitions of the TT0 phrase) and started with a 10-beat induction sequence, in which the tone that was intended to be heard as the beat was physically accented (2× amplitude). The induction sequence started on the beat (i.e., with tone 1 for IB1 and tone 2 for IB2). After the induction sequence, there was no further accenting,
and importantly, the stimuli were physically identical across the conditions. Brain responses were analyzed only for these periods of identical stimuli. Listeners completed four to five trials of each condition.

During the recording, listeners were instructed not to move or use motor imagery. They were, however, instructed to press and hold a button during any period they felt they had lost the intended metrical organization. Such periods were excluded from further analysis, but were infrequent (half the listeners never reported losing the beat). Those that did lose the beat lost it on average 10% of the time (somewhat more often while trying to imagine the beat on the first tone (IB1), which was generally reported to be harder). In the second task (called the “physical accent” condition; Fig. 1C), the same stimuli were used, but with a physical accent (doubling of amplitude) on either the first or second tone that continued throughout the trial. (In effect, the induction sequences from the imagined beat conditions continued throughout the trial.) This tests the contribution of exogenous factors in shaping brain responses. These two physical accent conditions will be referred to as PA1 and PA2, for physical accent on tone 1 or tone 2.

As the task was meant to assess the effect of physical accent, but not metrical interpretation, listeners were not told about the beat or meter, but were told only to pay attention to a stream of randomly and infrequently occurring high-pitched tone pips (2 kHz). Listeners were instructed to count the number of these high-pitched tones, which formed a separate perceptual stream from the TT0 rhythm. The TT0 rhythm was not mentioned in the instructions. This method was used in order to keep attention on the auditory modality, but not explicitly invoke metrical perception. This control task was always collected before the “imagined beat” task, in an attempt to assess the effect of physical accent in a way as uncontaminated as possible with metrical interpretation. In analysis, data around the high-pitched pips was not included (the TT0 sequence containing the pip as well as the two following the pip were excluded).

Twenty-nine persons participated in the experiment. They all had some musical performance experience, as it was considered important that they be able to understand the concept of meter and of “hearing the beat” on a certain note within a rhythm, and also to be able to accurately report when they lost the beat. The degree of musical experience varied from 1 to 40 years (mean [SD]) = 14.1 [11.7] years). The first 12 participants completed only the “imagined beat” task, while the remaining 17 also completed the “physical accent” task (in a separate test session prior to the imagined beat task). In the initial group of 12 participants who did only the imagined beat task, the amplitude of the first tone was 10% higher than the second in an attempt to eliminate the expected perceptual bias of hearing the second tone as accented because of rhythmic grouping accents. After the experiment, subjects reported being unaware of this amplitude difference. In the second group, this amplitude difference was eliminated from the IB stimulus and the two tones were identical.

**Analysis of Brain Responses**

During each trial, brain activity was measured continuously by magnetoencephalography (MEG) using a 148-magnetometer array (Magnes 2500WH; 4D Neuroimaging, San Diego, CA), with additional channels for eye blinks, saccades, and EKG. Data were collected at 508 Hz, after bandpass filtering from 1 to 100 Hz. The raw data was noise-reduced using a recording of room noise in order to minimize environmental contamination. Participants sat in a semi-reclined position within a magnetically shielded room and heard stimuli through tubephones. Subject responses were collected through a button box pushed with their right index finger (all participants were right-handed). Stimulus-evoked responses were computed by averaging MEG signals in epochs aligned to the first tone of the repeated TT0 phrase.
after resampling the raw data to a sample rate of 500 Hz. Responses in several frequency bands were then found (using FIR forward–reverse filtering): ERF (1–10 Hz), beta (high: 20–30 Hz) and gamma (30–50 Hz). The justification for these specific bands goes beyond their conventionality: examination of wavelet spectra of single-subject brain responses typically revealed multiple peaks of activity centered around 25 and 40 Hz, suggesting two separate response components. Before averaging, epochs containing flux-jump artifacts or those in which the subject lost the beat were excluded. In the PA condition three epochs following the occurrence of each high-pitched tone were omitted. For each condition approximately 500 epochs were averaged per participant. Participants with fewer than 400 epochs were excluded, as well as those for whom beta or gamma responses following the tones were no greater than background (defined as the mean amplitude in the 100 ms preceding the first tone of TT0), yielding 23 participants whose data were analyzed (10 in the “imagined beat”-only group and 13 who completed both the “imagined beat” and “physical accent” conditions).

Figure 2 shows examples of the evoked response in the three frequency bands analyzed: ERF, beta, and gamma for one participant (in the IB1 condition). The top row of plots shows the topography of maximal response amplitude across the sensor array. The response pattern is consistent with auditory sources of evoked neural activity. The bottom row shows the evoked waveform measured at the channel with highest amplitude (marked by a dot in the upper panels). Tone onsets are marked by vertical
lines. Visible in the ERF is the N100m response around 100 ms after each tone onset. Unlike the ERF, for both beta and gamma the response to each tone was clearly differentiated, and thus could be quantified separately. Analysis of these oscillatory responses used the amplitude envelope, computed by Hilbert transform (heavy line). To quantify the strength of response to each tone, the mean power (amplitude\(^2\)) envelope of the 15 channels with highest power was computed. The mean power in the 200-ms window following each tone onset was then computed. The effect of the experimental manipulation was quantified as the proportional increase of response power when the tone was heard as the beat versus not the beat (or physically accented versus not accented). This is called the “imagined beat effect” (IBE).

For example, for the first tone, the IBE is \([\text{Power}(\text{IB}1) – \text{Power}(\text{IB}2)]/\text{Power}(\text{IB}2)\), where \(\text{Power}(\text{IB}1)\) is the power of the response to tone 1 when it is imagined to be the beat, and \(\text{Power}(\text{IB}2)\) is the power of the response to tone 1 when it is not imagined to be the beat. Grand mean waveforms across participants were also computed. Prior to averaging across participants, the mean beta and gamma envelopes for each participant were separately normalized by scaling the envelopes so that the peak value across both conditions was one. As both conditions were scaled equally, this did not alter response relationships within an individual participant, but made comparisons between participants more equal.

## Results

### Effect of Metrical Interpretation on Brain Responses

In the first experiment, brain responses to the TT0 stimuli were measured as listeners heard the rhythm using one of two metrical interpretations that placed the imagined beat either on the first (IB1) or second tone (IB2). Figure 3 shows the across-participant \((n = 10)\) grand mean responses for the ERF, beta, and gamma frequency ranges for this experiment. IB1 responses are drawn with solid lines and IB2 responses with dashed lines. No significant difference is observed between the ERF responses as a function of metrical interpretation (Fig. 3A). The beta and gamma responses are
phasic, with a peak following each tone onset, but only the beta response shows a difference on account of metrical interpretation (Fig. 3B). There is a clear increase in evoked beta amplitude when a tone is imagined to be the beat (indicated by arrows) compared to when it was not the beat. Specifically, the response to the first tone is larger in the IB1 condition, in which it was imagined to be the beat (solid line), than in the IB2 condition, in which it was not the beat. Similarly, the response to the second tone was greater in the IB2 condition, in which it was heard as the beat (dashed line). In contrast, there is little difference in the gamma responses across conditions. Quantification of these effects is presented below.

Another interesting comparison concerns the response to imagined beat and nonbeat tones within a condition. In this case, in the IB1 condition (solid line) the imagined beat response to tone 1 is larger than the response to tone 2, which is not imagined to be the beat. In the IB2 condition, however, there is little difference between responses to tone 2 (imagined to be the beat) and tone 1. The simplest explanation for this asymmetry is a pronounced first-tone advantage in the beta response, namely, that the first tone of the TT0 has a larger beta response than the second (perhaps due to adaptation) and this effect is additive to the effect of imagining a beat. A second possibility is that the size of the difference in response between beat and nonbeat tones might be enhanced (perhaps also by suppression of the response to the nonbeat tone) for the more difficult IB1 condition, as it was harder to maintain the beat on the first tone.

Figure 4 shows plots of the IBE on beta and gamma for all individuals included in the grand means of Figure 3. (The IBE is not computable for the ERF response because there were not separate peaks for tone 1 and tone 2.) The IBE is the fractional increase in response to a tone because of the fact of that tone’s being heard as the beat within a metrical interpretation (compared to when it was not heard as the beat). Panels A and C are scatterplots of the IBE for the first versus second tone for beta and gamma, respectively. Each dot represents a single listener. The reliability of the beta effect at the individual level is clearly visible (Fig. 4A), with all participants showing a positive IBE for at least one of the tones: all points lie in or near the upper right quadrant. The mean IBE for tone 1, tone 2, and both tones combined is greater than 50% (Fig. 4B). The mean IBE is significant in all three cases, although it is stronger for tone 2 (tone 1: 51%, \( P = 0.037 \); tone 2: 72% \( P = 0.006 \); combined: 61% \( P < 0.001 \), Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). The IBE for gamma-band responses (Fig. 4C and D) is smaller (mean < 15%; note different scale), and not consistent across individuals, yielding no significant effect of imagining the beat on gamma responses (all \( P > 0.19 \)).

A second group of participants, who completed the physical accent task (described below), also completed the imagined beat task in a later session. Their results demonstrated a similar group effect of the imagined beat in increasing beta response, but only on the first tone: The IBE for tone 1 was 45.2% \( (P = 0.05) \); compared with 51% for the initial group), but that for tone 2 was not significantly different from zero \((-10.7\%, P = 0.17)\). As with the initial group, there were no significant differences in the ERF or gamma-band responses (mean IBE for gamma was 8.5%, \( P = 0.37 \)). There were two primary differences between this group and the first that might be relevant to the lack of an observed effect on tone 2: First, the degree of experience with the stimuli was very different, as participants in the second group had already heard the physically accented version of the stimuli continuously over a 2-h session before performing the imagined beat task. It is possible that this experience may have altered the task, perhaps making the imagining of a beat on tone 2 less demanding, which might therefore have reduced the need for auditory modulation. The second difference is the absence of the 10% amplitude accent on tone 1, which also would have made imagining a beat on tone 2 easier.
Figure 4. Quantification of the effect of imagining a beat on tone-evoked responses in beta (A, B) and gamma (C, D) frequency ranges. The imagined beat effect (IBE) is the proportional change in response to a tone when it was imagined to be the beat versus when it was not. The left panels show the IBE for tones 1 and 2 for each of the participants \((n = 10)\) underlying the means of Figure 3. For beta (A), the IBEs of all participants are in or near the top right quadrant, meaning that the beta response was consistently increased when that tone was imagined to be the beat. In contrast, gamma IBE is small and scattered (C). The right panels show means (bars: SE) of the effect of imagining a beat for tones 1 and 2 separately and both tones combined. Imagining the downbeat on a particular tone significantly increased the beta response to that tone, compared to when the same tone was not imagined to be the beat (B). In contrast, gamma responses were insensitive to imagining the beat (D). (Significance [Wilcoxon signed-rank]: \(* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01\).)

Effect of Physical Accents on Brain Responses

The second task examined the effect of physically accenting the first or second tone in the TT0 pattern. This tested the hypothesis that an aspect of imagining a beat is the creation of a subjective accent, which might be mediated by enhancement of tone-evoked beta-band responses. Specifically, it was asked whether enhancements of auditory evoked beta caused by imagining a beat mimic those seen with actual stimulus accents. The conditions paralleled those in the first experiment (see Methods), in that responses to the PA1 stimulus (accent on the first tone) are compared to those of the PA2 stimulus (accent on the second tone).

Figure 5 shows the grand mean \((n = 13)\) evoked responses for the physical accent conditions in a format identical to that of Figure 3, but with the solid curves instead showing PA1 responses and the dashed curves showing PA2 responses. Three points should be noted. First, the enhancement of beta (Fig. 5B) by the physical accent is very similar to the enhancement of beta by imagining a beat (Fig. 3B). Second,
Comparison of Effects of Metrical Interpretation and Physical Accents

The comparison of the effects of metrical interpretation and physical accent on brain responses is summarized in Figure 6, which shows the average enhancement of beta and gamma evoked response power in the imagined beat and physical-accent tasks, pooled across all participants (imagined beat: \( n = 23 \); physical accent, \( n = 13 \)) and both tones. The average enhancement of beta by the internal manipulation of metrical interpretation (imagined beat) and the stimulus manipulation of accenting one tone (physical accent) is similar in magnitude and significance (imagined beat: 35%, \( P = 0.006, \ df = 45 \); physical accent: 46%, \( P = 0.005, \ df = 25 \); Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). The difference in the beta effect due to imagination versus physical accent is not significant. In the gamma range, the internal manipulation of beat has no significant effect (7%, \( P = 0.33 \)), but physical accents do, with an effect size comparable to that seen for beta (40%, \( P = 0.007 \)). Thus there is a dissociation of responses in the beta and gamma ranges. Interpretations of this finding are discussed below.

Discussion

Summary of Findings

The current study examined how the top-down interpretation of a rhythm is reflected in brain activity. It found that metrical interpretation of a simple rhythm has a large effect on sound-evoked brain responses, but only in the beta frequency range (20–30 Hz). By using a physically invariant rhythm for which listeners could voluntarily switch their metrical interpretation (i.e., the location of the beat), it was found that when a tone was imagined to be the beat, the evoked beta response power was increased by an average of 35%. This shows that the mechanisms involved in endogenous metrical
interpretation have a strong modulatory effect on early auditory evoked responses. This modulatory effect is temporally precise, and specific in neural frequency: it was able to differentially modulate responses to tones only 200 ms apart, and only affected neural responses in the beta range (no significant changes were seen in the ERF (1–10 Hz) or gamma-band (30–50 Hz) responses.)

A second finding is that imagining a tone to be the beat increased beta in a similar way as if that tone had been physically accented. This suggests that the enhancement of beta is perceptually relevant, relating to the creation of subjective accents through a process that might neurally mimic aspects of responses seen to exogenous accents. A third finding is that while beta responses reflect both imagined beat and physical accent, ERF and gamma-band responses reflect only the physical accent.

Together, these results suggest a special role for brain activity in the beta range: evoked beta reflects both top-down and bottom-up processes, whereas the other evoked responses respond only to physical stimulus features. This suggests that neural activity in the beta range plays an important role in the interaction of endogenous and exogenous factors in shaping perception. Furthermore, it suggests that such interplay occurs early in the cortical auditory processing of sound.

What else is known about sound-evoked beta-band activity? While gamma-band responses to sound have been studied extensively,12,13 sound-evoked beta has received relatively less attention. Beta-band responses have been suggested to serve as a marker of stimulus novelty,14,15 and induced beta may indicate periodic expectation.8 Sound-evoked beta has also been suggested to modify the processing of subsequent sounds.16 The finding of beta-band involvement agrees with the findings of Snyder and Large.8 The highest power of both evoked and induced oscillatory activity, which they observed to be most strongly linked to metrical interpretation, was in the same 20–30 Hz range as the beta activity reported here. They found, as here, that evoked beta is sensitive to physical parameters of the stimulus, but it was not possible to separately examine the effect of endogenous meter on evoked beta because beats always coincided with physical accents. Their main finding concerned induced (nonphase-locked) beta, showing that it could anticipate tone onsets and occurred even when a tone was omitted.

Snyder and Large’s8 finding that induced beta can anticipate tone onsets suggests a mechanism underlying the enhancement of evoked response to the beat observed in the present experiments: If an increase in induced beta coincides with the beat and precedes the tone onset, tones corresponding to the beat would arrive at
a time of increased beta activity, which might then yield a larger evoked response on account of a larger pool of responsive neurons. That is, the induced beta may set the stage for the modulation of evoked responses. This hypothesis will need to be tested using experiments designed to decouple the perceived beat from physical stimuli, preliminary results of which are presented below.

The fact that the effect of imagined beat on brain responses was observed in the beta range may have other implications for the mechanism of metrical interpretation, which are discussed below.

**Mechanisms of Metrical Interpretation**

Stepping back, the goal of this research is to understand the mechanism by which metrical interpretation is generated. How far have we progressed on this path? Repp lists several possible mechanisms by which metrical accents might be generated:

1. Dynamic modulation of attention, such that the location in time of the metrical beat receives greater attention, and thus becomes more salient (after Refs. 9 and 10).
2. Maintenance of an auditory image of a physical accent, such as the physical accents used in the induction sequence. This need not be an image of a previously heard sound, but could simply be created as a placeholder for the beat.
3. Establishment of a covert motor rhythm marking the beat, that is, the simulation of action without any physical output, which might have an auditory consequence.
4. A hybrid model including generation of a complete internal rhythm using simulated action, with imagined accents on the beat.

To what extent do the present results constrain the possibilities?

There are two parallel issues underlying these suggestions. The first concerns the function of the modulations of auditory response that we observed: Do they represent the modulation of attention, and/or the direct modification of the auditory image to create a subjective accent (which may then capture attention in subsequent processing)? The second issue concerns the anatomical source of the modulation of auditory responses, that is, whether it comes from frontal attention areas, from motor areas, or some other area. We treat these two issues below.

The current study showed what might be the ultimate consequence of an internal mechanism for generating metrical interpretation: the enhancement of evoked beta responses to tones coinciding with the beat. This is interesting because it suggests that voluntary top-down processes involved in metrical interpretation can act to modify early auditory responses. This, together with the observation that beta is enhanced by an imagined beat in much the same way as by a physical accent, is suggestive of an imagery-based explanation. That is, it is consistent with the idea that internal placement of the beat involves simulating a physical accent through the internal modulation of auditory responses.

However, an additional finding may temper the simple equation of beta response to perceptual consequences (e.g., stronger beta results in a louder perceived sound): the beta response shows a serial-order effect in addition to an effect of the imagined beat/physical accent. If beta and subjective accents were equated, it would predict a stronger accent on the first tone following a gap, which does not correspond to the standard finding that the tone preceding the gap should bear a grouping accent. There need not, however, be a single mechanism for subjective accenting, but grouping accent and metrical accent could use different mechanisms. In any event, the presence of such serial-order effects argues for the type of design used here, where the comparison is made between different metrical interpretations of the same physical tone, rather than between successive tones of the pattern.
An important question for future work is to explore the relation between the imagery-based model proposed above, and models proposing the modulation of attention or expectation. Distinguishing between these models is not simple because they need not be mutually exclusive, and if more than one mechanism is at play, the direction of causality still needs to be worked out. For example, could attention to a moment in time create a subjective accent at that point, or is it the creation of a subjective accent that draws attention to a moment in time?

A second key question for future work concerns the source of the modulation of auditory beta. For example, does this reflect the influence of an attentional network involved in generating dynamic pulses of attention? Or, is it input from the motor system that might influence auditory processing, perhaps as visual and somatosensory signals have recently been shown to do (by altering the underlying oscillatory phase to gate incoming signals)? The current results do not directly answer this question of source, or questions about the type of mechanism that generates the modulatory signal, be they neural oscillators or some other type of periodic pattern generation. The results do place temporal constraints on the modulation, showing that it must be temporally brief and precise, and be functionally able to modulate auditory responses.

A motor hypothesis is proposed below because of a variety of lines of evidence consistent with it, particularly regarding the role of beta-band responses, and the activation of motor areas by metrical rhythms. It must be noted that the current results are also consistent with an attention-based account as discussed above, although there are apparently fewer studies to date that have attempted to draw a link between explicitly attentional processes and evoked beta.

**Motor Influence on Auditory Perception?**

There are several reasons to suspect motor involvement in beat perception. The first, and most obvious, is that a natural consequence of beat perception is rhythmic movement tied to the beat. The motor system is certainly able to produce regular outputs marking the beat at precise points in time, such as would be needed to selectively modulate auditory responses as observed in the present results. A second reason is that several studies have recently shown that the motor system, broadly speaking, is active in tasks involving rhythmic auditory perception, but no overt movement. Furthermore, certain parts of the motor system (basal ganglia and the supplementary motor area) are more active when listeners perceive highly metrical rhythms that induce a strong sense of beat. These findings suggest the presence of an auditory–motor link that is active even in the absence of movement. The hypothesis proposed here takes an extra step in suggesting that the motor system may reciprocally affect the auditory system, possibly setting up precisely timed beat-related expectations or altering subjective perception (e.g., via subjective accentuation).

The fact that the effect of metrical interpretation was found in the beta frequency range is consistent with the motor–auditory coupling idea. Beta has been intimately associated with the motor system, in which it is involved in both overt movement and motor imagery. Beta has also been theoretically shown to be able to mediate longer-distance cortical coupling than gamma. Consistent with this, beta has been suggested to play a role in the coupling of motor and sensorimotor networks during movement and motor imagery. More specifically, beta has been shown to be involved in tapping with a beat.

Several aspects of this motor–auditory coupling hypothesis remain to be addressed by future work. Conceptually, three aspects of metrical perception have been intertwined throughout this paper, and the literature: imagined beat (subjective accent), attention, and expectation. In theory, beat-related activity in the motor system could relate to all three. One approach to resolving this is to ask whether
the beta effect in the present work depends on there being a sound coincident with the beat, or whether beta responses can be observed for syncopated rhythms in which some beats are not marked by sounds. Prior work on responses to occasionally omitted tones has shown that induced beta is present at the time of an omitted tone, but it remains to be shown whether this marks the omission of an expected auditory event, or whether it is a marker of an internally generated beat or expectation. The use of syncopated rhythms, in which some beats are never marked by tones, and thus could not set up an expectation for a tone, could address this issue. A second test of the motor hypothesis would be to localize the source of sound-evoked beta, and to study intracortical interactions between auditory and motor areas (as done by Pollok et al.) or other networks, with an eye toward inferring causal relationships. Work along both fronts is in progress.

As an illustration of this work, Figure 7 shows preliminary results (n = 7) of a study of beat perception in syncopated rhythms. In the experiment, an identical rhythm is presented in one of three conditions (Fig. 7A), with the endogenously generated perceived beat either coinciding with a note (IB0) or with the perceived beat occurring before (IB+) or after (IB−) the note, yielding a syncopated rhythm. Figure 7B shows evoked beta responses to these three conditions. In all cases the evoked response follows the tone. The result is consistent with the current study; as the strength of the evoked response is greater when the tone is heard as the beat (IB0 condition). Figure 7C shows induced beta responses in the three conditions. Notably, the peak of induced beta coincides with (and anticipates) the time of the imagined beat (marked by vertical dashed lines 150 ms before and after the beat), not the tone. This finding is consistent with the results of Snyder and Large, and further suggests that modulation of induced beta represents beat-related processes that may be distinct from auditory expectation, since tones never occur on the analyzed beats. A corollary of these two findings
is that there is a positive correlation between the strength of induced beta at the time of tone onset and the size of the evoked beta response. This result supports the hypothesis proposed above that the process responsible for increasing induced beta may facilitate sound-evoked responses, possibly providing a mechanism for the creation of subjective accents.

In summary, an influence of endogenous perceptual organization of auditory sequences was revealed in beta-band responses to sound. The precisely timed modulation of beta is consistent with a role mediating subjective accents, and is suggestive of motor-auditory interactions playing a role in the perceptual organization of rhythmic sound.
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